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BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY SERVICES

We take a refreshingly different approach
to Business Productivity Services.

Welcome to Bates Office...

WELCOME TO BATES OFFICE

National supplies. Local ethics.
Welcome to Bates Office. Our founder, George Henry Bates, began trading
from a small typewriter shop in the heart of London in the 1930’s. From this
humble beginning our business has grown into a major national supplier of
business productivity supplies and services, delivering to clients across the
UK from our administrative and distribution centres in Rochester, Crayford,
Crewe, Wrexham, Chippenham and Halifax.

A single source for business products and services

While Bates has grown as a company, there are some things that we are careful
not to change. We remain independent, providing the same friendly service
and hands-on approach that has always set us apart.

Established frameworks

Independent, flexible and customer-focused
Experienced and informed staff
National distribution from our UK locations
Flexible procurement procedures
Fully accredited

We understand that no two companies are the same, that trust and reliability are
paramount, and that the only way to achieve the best possible service for our
customers is to listen to them. You will find our approach refreshingly different.
Thank you for this opportunity to introduce our services and please contact us
if you require further information or would like to arrange an informal meeting
to discuss your requirements.
With kind regards,

Michael Edmonds
Managing Director

Talk to us
Rochester: 01322 550167
Crewe: 01270 256891
Wrexham: 01978 358613
Chippenham: 01249 456370
Halifax: 01422 358138
www.batesoffice.co.uk

WELCOME TO BATES OFFICE BUSINESS PRODUCTIVIT Y SERVICES

We deliver supplies and services to businesses locally and across the UK,
providing timely, efficient and cost-effective solutions for our customers.

We focus on providing your supplies and services,
leaving you free to focus on your business.

Business Productivity Services...

BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY SERVICES SINGLE SOURCE BUSINESS ESSENTIALS

Our single-source, cost-effective solution for the procurement of business
supplies helps you control costs and preserve your competitive edge.
Advice and Information. Our partnership approach provides you with advice and
support on ways to reduce your costs and work more productively. We can help you
make the right choices based on suitability for purpose, the cost of consumables
and the total cost of ownership.

A single point of contact for all your office needs

Seamless Procurement. We make the procurement process as easy and seamless
as possible with systems designed to fit the way you work... face-to-face, e.mail,
phone or fax. We can manage your business services and your stock control so
you never run out of critical items.

Effective cost control

Global Purchasing Power. As a member of the largest buying group, our pricing
is always very competitive. We offer everything from big name brands to specialist
products for every area of the workplace and we hold thousands of items in stock
ready for next-day delivery.

Global purchasing power

Outstanding Value. Initiative and Harvest are our exclusive ranges designed to deliver
great quality and performance at an everyday price, offering genuine savings on
hundreds of office products from consumables, furniture and catering to cleaning,
janitorial and sanitation supplies.
Ethical and Sustainable. Our business is founded on care; care for our customers;
care for our staff and care for the environment. We work with our customers to
reduce carbon emissions through intelligent ordering and delivery systems and
we offer a range of fairtrade and sustainably sourced brands such as Harvest,
manufactured from agricultural waste and developed as a sustainable alternative
to recycled papers in response to our exacting social and environmental criteria.

Ease of procurement
Lower costs and higher productivity
Thousands of products in stock for next-day delivery
Ethical and environmental credentials
Local and national service
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BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY SERVICES SINGLE SOURCE BUSINESS ESSENTIALS

Single source business essentials.

What matters to you, matters to us.
We apply the same care and attention to your needs as we would to our own.

Workplace Interior Solutions...

WORKPLACE INTERIORS PL ANNING, FURNISHINGS, FIXTURES AND FIT TINGS

There is no question that the quality of a workspace influences the well-being
and productivity of those using it. We offer a single point of contact for the
design and furnishing of comfortable and efficient workplaces.
Capability and Confidence. Interiors is a wide ranging product area encompassing
everything from a single workstation to a complete office refurbishment. Often, there
are health and safety concerns together with legal considerations. We have the expertise
and experience to advise and guide you through the planning and implementation of
your specific workspace requirements.

Free assessment, advice and planning

Free Advice and Planning. We offer a complementary interior planning service
providing advice on all aspects of workplace design; from a single chair or workstation
to a complete office environment. We work closely with your staff to assess their
needs and provide the most appropriate solutions. Employing the latest CAD
design system, we can supply detailed plans and manage their implementation
to ensure that your workplace is an efficient and happy one.

FIRA Assessments

Made to fit you. A workspace should be safe, inviting and functional.
Our comprehensive range of products, styles and finishes provides a wealth
of options and design solutions to suit your business and your budget.

Responsible disposal of redundant and waste materials

Total Care. We look after you from concept to installation; from initial assessment
through consultation to planning and implementation, our project management
allows you to concentrate on your business while we take care of your workplace.
We will also make sure that all redundant items and new packaging are removed
and recycled or disposed of responsibly.

Detailed CAD drawings
Single point of contact from concept to installation
Guidance on health and safety requirements
Traditional and contemporary styles
Wide range of colours, finishes and specifications
Tradespeople management as required
On-going service and support
Talk to us
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WORKPLACE INTERIORS PL ANNING, FURNISHINGS, FIXTURES AND FIT TINGS

Perfect spaces for busy people.

Our total building solutions offer absolute flexibility,
integrated services and complete peace of mind.

Total Building Solutions...

TOTAL BUILDING SOLUTIONS FACILITIES, FIT TINGS AND MAINTENANCE

We design, fit and maintain facilities from a single office to an entire building.
From boardroom to washroom, canteen to crèche. Whether you’re renewing,
expanding or re-locating, we offer a host of integrated services.
Complete Flexibility. We offer a uniquely flexible approach to your building and
facilities needs. We can help with everything from a single partition wall to a new office
suite, meeting rooms, washrooms, receptions and exterior areas. We offer partial or
comprehensive project management including, planning and regulatory compliance,
installation, fittings, finishes, furnishings and on-going management and maintenance.

Single source total building solutions

Single Source Project Management. Forward planning and perfect timing is
everything when you are managing complex projects involving a number of different
trades. Delays are at best frustrating and at worst expensive. We can provide a single
point of contact for complete project management – synchronising all aspects of the
work from concept through construction, fittings, finishes and furnishing.

Total or partial re-fits, additions and new buildings

Efficient Financial Management. Whether it be a major re-fit or a minor installation,
the scope of our experience and services combined with a strong market position
make us flexible and highly competitive on pricing. We are able to provide accurate
and comprehensive costings and manage your spend efficiently to ensure you get
the most from your budget.
Advice and Support. Workplace regulations and legislation can be daunting and it
pays to know what’s required at an early stage. Your business may have very specific
requirements – such as acoustic integrity or critical temperature control. Our wealth
of experience and extensive product knowledge allow us to provide valuable advice
and plan the best compliant solutions for your current and future business needs.

Seamless project management
Flexible fulfilment from bespoke to turnkey
Advice on regulatory compliance
Partitioning, fixtures, fittings and decor
Communications, environmental and security systems
On-going management and maintenance
Talk to us
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TOTAL BUILDING SOLUTIONS FACILITIES, FIT TINGS AND MAINTENANCE

Wall to wall, floor to ceiling,
and concrete to carpet.

Our MPS takes care of everything,
so all you have to do is press the button.

Managed Print Services...

MANAGED PRINT SERVICES (MPS) PRINT, COPY, SCAN AND FA X

Managed Print Services... made easy.

Managed Print Services (MPS). Refers to managed multi-functional printers, copiers
and scanners that offer you flexible terms and the option to pay per copy (‘per click’)
or per cartridge. Machines are serviced regularly to minimise disruption, and toner
stocks can be replenished automatically as they become low, saving you time,
storage space and unnecessary expense.

Full print audit to identify your optimum print system

Saving you money. Our managed print service offers peace of mind and competitive
pricing. We will assess your usage and suggest the most appropriate equipment and
plan for your needs including the option to pay, ‘per click’ or per cartridge, for exactly
what you use, with no fixed monthly charge. We’ll help to keep you working –
by managing your supply of consumables and by providing regular machine
maintenance we can help to minimise frustrating and costly downtime.

Regular servicing and maintenance of machines

Peace of mind. With MPS we offer you the option of a secure printing mode, giving
you the flexibility to send numerous items to the print queue, secure them via the
use of a swipe card or pin code, and ensure that they are available to print only by
you, when you are ready. A huge benefit to HR, Finance and Payroll departments.
Total care. You no longer need an array of photocopiers, printers and faxes.
We can supply a single piece of equipment, selected purely on the basis of
your needs (we are not affiliated to any particular brand), and appropriately
maintained so it’s ready to work whenever you are.

A full range of multi-functional and desk-top machines
Independent advice with no brand affiliation
Toner levels monitored and replenished automatically
Optional secure printing mode for confidential material
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MANAGED PRINT SERVICES (MPS) PRINT, COPY, SCAN AND FA X

Our MPS offering takes care of the ‘nuts & bolts’ of office printing. Looking
after the maintenance and consumables, it can help to significantly reduce
your everyday costs and improve your print efficiency.

From confidential material to general office waste, toners, batteries, mobiles, CDs and DVDs.
We offer secure, responsible and compliant recycling solutions.

Waste Management Services...

WASTE MANAGEMENT SECURE, RESPONSIBLE OFFICE WASTE RECYCLING

Understanding ethical standards and legal requirements is at the heart of
our recycling service. We offer free advice, collection and secure, responsible
recycling of confidential waste and general office consumables.
Responsibility. For ethical, environmental and financial reasons, recycling makes sense.
We offer free advice and support to help you dispose of waste in the most appropriate,
responsible and viable way.
The environment. We publish our own guidelines, The Green Initiative, to help inform
and advise our customers on ways to improve the environmental credentials of their
workplace and business systems. We operate a zero landfill policy and aim to help our
customers minimise the amount of waste going down this route.
Why choose us. As an independent, we can offer a range of recycling options and
advise on the most appropriate solutions for your business. We currently offset our
carbon footprint through two initiatives; one in Europe and one in India. The second
project brings much-needed employment and education to a region steeped in poverty.
Security and compliance. We understand that waste material can be highly sensitive,
containing confidential, personal information that requires secure disposal. For sensitive
material we collect and immediately shred in secure units. We are registered with
the Department of the Environment for both waste transfer and as a waste broker,
providing full certification and waste transfer notices for collected and recycled waste.
Economics. It makes strong economic sense to streamline waste disposal and,
combined with our tailored office solutions, we can help minimise your business
waste, save time and reduce costs.

ISO 14001 Environmental Management
ISO/IEC 27001 Information Security Management
Secure Destruction of Confidential Material to BS 15713
DoE registered for waste transfer and brokerage
Free advice and support through our Green Initiative
Secure confidential waste transfer and destruction
Minimising waste to landfill and associated costs
Fully compliant, single source, tailored solutions
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WASTE MANAGEMENT SECURE, RESPONSIBLE OFFICE WASTE RECYCLING

Secure and responsible recycling.

For one-off projects or total print management, our creative and
technical expertise takes the uncertainty out of print buying.

Design and Print...

DESIGN AND PRINT CREATIVE SERVICES AND COMMERCIAL PRINT BUYING

Print buying can be complex, time consuming and costly. We have specialist
staff with the technical and creative experience to manage the process for
you, from concept to delivery - ensuring you look good in print.
Simplicity. Commercial print can be something of a minefield and printers can sound
like they are speaking a different language... file formats, crops, bleeds spot or
process colours, the mysteries of paper sizes, coatings and weights. Mistakes and
misunderstandings can be expensive as well as frustrating. Work with us and all you
need to do is give us a brief. We will supply a quotation quickly and handle the entire
process from graphic design to finished print and delivery – and offer you the option
to have your print held in stock for on-demand, next day delivery.

Complete commercial print management

Expertise. We will advise you on the best and most cost-effective way to print your
items, whether it’s a few posters or thousands of brochures. We provide both digital
and conventional print methods offering total flexibility and competitive pricing.

Print held in stock for on-demand, next-day delivery

Efficiency and reliability. We can help you manage your print budget more effectively
by monitoring the production and delivery of the things you use every day – and those
you don’t. From company literature and stationery to promotional items, point of sale
and presentation materials. We can ensure you never run out of the things you need.
Flexibility. By holding artwork files for all your printed materials, we can quickly and
easily update information, make amendments and re-order. We can also store your
printed materials for on-demand next day delivery, saving you valuable space.
Diversity. Our commercial design and print services extend far beyond ink and paper;
we can supply everything from a branded gift to a printed high-vis jacket.

Corporate literature, branded items, promotions and gifts
From just a few copies to many thousands
Technical advice, design and artwork services
Digital artwork storage and archiving
Simple, efficient ordering and re-ordering
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DESIGN AND PRINT CREATIVE SERVICES AND COMMERCIAL PRINT BUYING

Expert print management.

Made from agricultural waste,
Harvest is ethical, sustainable and fair.

Harvest Sustainable Papers...

HARVEST SUSTAINABILITY OUR EXCLUSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RANGE

Exclusive to Bates Office and with some of the greenest credentials you’ll
find in an office paper, our Harvest range offers consistently good quality,
performance and value for money.
Our story. Unhappy with some of the papers being marketed as ‘green’ and frustrated
by the rising costs – both financial and environmental – of conventional recycled and
‘sustainable’ virgin pulp production, we were keen to identify a way to offer consistently
good, responsibly sourced office paper at a price that would increase only with inflation
and not be forced up by the growing demands from developing world economies.
Harvest was developed to meet this need, with markets now established in the
Middle East, North America and Australasia.

Produced from wheat straw; a food crop by-product

Green credentials. Our Harvest range of office papers is produced from wheat straw
which would otherwise be burnt or used as non-nutritional cattle feed, it requires less
energy to process than wood pulp thanks to its significantly lower lignin content and
is processed using bio-fuels from agricultural waste, also producing a by-product
‘Black Liquor’ that is re-used as fuel in the whitening stage. Production employs the
latest Metso ‘Elemental Chlorine Free’ technology and takes place at mills close to
the source of the straw, helping to minimise its carbon footprint.

Generates a by-product used in the whitening process

Ethical credentials. As a by-product of food crop cultivation, wheat straw is a sustainable
and economically sound raw material, allowing farmers in developing countries to
generate a second income and benefit from research into improved farming techniques.
Investment in mills supports crucial local infrastructure such as hospitals and schools,
generates work, boosts local economies and fosters improvements in working conditions
and policies – such as the creation of women’s rights groups and Kaizen systems.

Sourced and milled locally to minimise carbon footprint
Manufacture supports communities in developing countries
Requires less energy to process than wood pulp material
Processed using bio-fuel from farming waste
Employs latest Elemental Chlorine Free (ECF) technology
Responsibly sourced, consistently good and fairly priced
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HARVEST SUSTAINABILITY OUR EXCLUSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RANGE

Harvest. Sustainable, consistent, fair.

Store documents safely, access them easily,
and make the most of your office space.

Document Management...

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SECURE BUSINESS ARCHIVING

Safe and sound archiving.

Secure and reliable. Our business archiving centre is housed within a purpose-built
facility and is manned 24 hours a day by fully enhanced, DPS screened employees.
The unit is protected by CCTV, fire and alarm systems and we hold full liability insurance.
Easy to use. We have designed our archiving module and back office system with
our customers in mind; ease of use, security and efficient retrieval are at the core of
this service. Your documents are stored securely, saving you valuable office space.
Barcode-linked technology ensures every box and file can be located quickly and
easily, and our one hour scan and send facility means you won’t be kept waiting.
Highly competitive. We have developed our archiving service to be among the
most competitive in the industry – if not the most competitive, and we are confident
that our customers will find our service levels and pricing structure reflect our
commitment to deliver excellence in this – as in all areas of our business.

ISO/IEC 27001 Information Security Management
Purpose-designed secure archiving facilities
Back office system ease of use
Barcode linked technology
1 hour scan and send facility
All employees fully enhanced DBS screened
Manned 24 hours, full CCTV, fire and alarm systems
Full liability insurance
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DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SECURE BUSINESS ARCHIVING

Our in-house archiving module has been designed using the latest
technology supported by rigorous testing to ensure an exceptional
service that’s among the most competitive in the industry.

A clean and pleasant environment is a
fundamental need for any workplace.

Janitorial and Sanitary Services...

JANITORIAL AND SANITARY CLEANING AND HYGIENE SUPPLIES

Cleaning and caring at work.

Everyday supplies. Our comprehensive range of products provides janitorial
and sanitary requisites for every environment, from everyday cleaning and hygiene
to industrial high-performance, eco-friendly, and sensitive/anti-bacterial.
Equipment and appliances. From hand soaps, wipes and dryers to cleaning
cloths, vacuum cleaners and floor polishers, we can equip you to safely,
efficiently and economically maintain all areas of your workplace.
Specific areas and sensitive facilities. For washrooms, food areas and highly
sensitive or specific facilities, we can advise, support and provide products and
equipment to suit your individual requirements. From advanced anti-bacterial
cleaning products and hygiene appliances to requisite clothing such as headwear,
gloves, robes and overshoes.
Flexible and competitive. We understand the requirements and importance
of maintaining a clean, healthy and pleasant workplace. Whatever your needs,
we can offer you a tailored and highly competitive solution through our
extensive product knowledge and invaluable industry experience.

Cleaning and hygiene products and equipment
Sanitary supplies, personal care and appliances
Office, industrial, washroom and public spaces
Everyday, luxury, industrial and eco-friendly ranges
Bespoke solutions for specific facilities
Environmental waste control
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JANITORIAL AND SANITARY CLEANING AND HYGIENE SUPPLIES

Whatever your business, we can help you maintain a clean and pleasant
environment for your staff and visitors. From everyday janitorial supplies and
equipment to bespoke solutions for sensitive areas and specific facilities.

Protect and equip your people to make the right impression,
wherever your business takes them.

PPE and Workwear...

PPE AND WORKWEAR SAFET Y, BUSINESS WEAR AND BRANDING

Safe and smart from head to toe.

Safety first. We provide protective, high performance clothing for the safety and
comfort of personnel across all areas of industrial and commercial activity. Whatever
the job and whatever the conditions, from heavy construction and industrial works
to transportation, warehousing, laboratories, hospitals and catering facilities, we can
supply the appropriate clothing and equipment needed to keep your people safe,
clean and comfortable.
Dress to impress. Our range of business clothing will impress your customers and
your staff. Adding your corporate branding to workwear is smart and practical. It tells
your customers that you care about presentation and is the perfect way to reassure
people by identifying your personnel in public-facing roles. We offer a comprehensive
range of smart and practical styles for men and women.
First impressions last. Promote your business and strengthen your brand image
with your customers and staff. Corporate branded items give a positive and lasting
impression of your company. Equipping your staff with branded items is a smart and
effective way to raise customer awareness and enhance your company’s image.

Head, face, eye, ear and respiratory protection
Hand protection and safety footwear
High visibility, special hazard and all-weather clothing
Industry wide, high performance technical clothing
Business wear, corporate branding and accessories
Comprehensive ranges for men and women
Embroidery service
Fast turnaround
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PPE AND WORKWEAR SAFET Y, BUSINESS WEAR AND BRANDING

From high performance personal protective clothing, equipment and
supplies to branded corporate wear and promotional items,
we’ve got you covered from head to toe.

B TES OFFICE
BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY SERVICES

Thank you for taking the time to learn about our business services.
If you would like to know more, please talk to us.
Rochester
A1-A4 Knights Park Industrial Estate
Knight Road
Rochester
Kent
ME2 2LS

Crayford
Acorn Industrial Park
Crayford
DA1 4AL		
Phone: 01322 550167
Fax: 01322 525227

Phone: 01322 550167
Fax: 01322 525227

Email: sales@batesoffice.co.uk
www.batesoffice.co.uk

Our accreditations speak for themselves

Crewe
First Avenue
Weston Road
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6BG

Wrexham
Rhosddu Industrial Estate
Llay Road
Wrexham
Clwyd
LL11 4YL

Bridgend
Unit 5
Vale Business Park
Cowbridge
Vale of Glamorgan
CF71 7PF

Chippenham
Unit 7
Westpoint Business Park
Chippenham
Wiltshire
SN14 6RB

Phone: 01270 256891
Fax: 01270 505029

Phone: 01978 358613
Fax: 01978 362509

Phone: 01978 358613
Fax: 01978 362509

Phone: 01249 456370
Fax: 01249 654317

Halifax
Arches Street
Halifax
West Yorkshire
HX1 2SY
Phone: 01422 358138
Fax: 01422 330249

